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MAT 265 - Week 4 Assignment

I. Abstract Introduction:
For this week’s assignment, I began with a question of how library book checkouts have changed
in the past 10 years. To begin, I looked at the most popular books that were checked out this year
(2022) and compared it to the most popular books ten years ago (2012). I identified themes and
unique data points in these queries as a way to further investigate the Seattle Public library data
set. The two main themes that I highlighted in my queries and analysis are the timing of
popularity in checkouts of trilogy book series around movie release dates and learning about
books that are classified “novels”.
II. Detailed Description: (Includes MySQL queries and analysis of results)

What have the most popular book checkouts been so far in 2022?
MySQL Query:
SELECT DISTINCT

(A.bibNumber), B.title, A.num_CO, B.itemtype
FROM

(SELECT
bibNumber, COUNT(bibNumber) AS num_CO

FROM
spl_2016.outraw

WHERE
YEAR(cout) = 2022

AND itemtype LIKE '%bk'
GROUP BY 1
ORDER BY 2 DESC
LIMIT 500) AS A

INNER JOIN
spl_2016.outraw AS B ON A.bibNumber = B.bibNumber;

Analysis: A lot of the titles contain the key phrase ‘a novel’  in them. It is interesting that they
are entered into the database as such because some of the books on the list are still categorized as
novels, but this is not added to the title. (Example - Lincoln Highway) Also, I noticed a lot of
data points with the key word “dog man”, but after further research I learned that this is a graphic
novel kid series. The series is 10 books long and they have all been released fairly recently
ranging from 2016 to 2021.
What were the most popular book checkouts in 2012?
MySQL Query:
SELECT DISTINCT

(A.bibNumber), B.title, A.num_CO, B.itemtype
FROM

(SELECT

https://seattle.bibliocommons.com/v2/record/S30C3725763


bibNumber, COUNT(bibNumber) AS num_CO
FROM

spl_2016.outraw
WHERE

YEAR(cout) = 2012
AND itemtype LIKE '%bk'

GROUP BY 1
ORDER BY 2 DESC
LIMIT 500) AS A

INNER JOIN
spl_2016.inraw AS B ON A.bibNumber = B.bibNumber;

Analysis: The top 3 books checked out in 2012 were from the Hunger games trilogy series. 50
Shades of Grey and Fault in Our Stars (books turned to movies) were also top check outs for the
year 2012. The first Hunger Games movie came out in March 2012 while 50 Shades of Gray
came out in February 2015 and the Fault in Our Stars in May 2014. Also, more classical
children's books by Dr. Suess are being checked out more frequently in 2012 compared to the
comic books like “dog man” we see in 2022. The book titled “Steve Jobs” was checked out
1,252 times in 2012 most likely due to his death in late 2011. It is a nonfiction novel on his life.

Next, I will look closer at the top 3 checkouts of 2022. These included:
1. Cloud cuckoo land a novel
2. Lincoln highway
3. Crying in H Mart a memoir

I want to look at how many checkouts they have had in the past 10 years (since 2012). Did they
just gain popularity?
MySQL Query:
SELECT

title, COUNT(cout) AS number_check_outs, YEAR(cout) AS year
FROM

spl_2016.outraw



WHERE
bibNumber = '3705616'

OR bibNumber = '3725763'
OR bibNumber = '3671533'

GROUP BY 1 , 3
ORDER BY 1 , 3 ASC;
Analysis: All three of these books did not have any checkouts before 2021. Therefore, it can be
assumed that they were not held at the library before then. Both Cloud cuckoo land a novel and
Lincoln Highway significantly increased in their number of checkouts from 2021 to 2022. On the
other hand, Crying in H Mart a memoir , decreased in the number of checkouts from 2021 to
2022. This makes sense as the book came out in 2021 as the Stop Asian Hate movement arose.
(March 2021) It is a memoir about growing up as a Korean American.
Now, let’s look at the top 3 checkouts of 2012 and their trend from 2012 to the present day
(2022). Recall that the top 3 book checkouts in 2012:

4. Hunger Games
5. Catching Fire
6. Mockingjay

MySQL Query:
SELECT

*
FROM

(SELECT
title,

COUNT(cout) AS number_check_outs,
YEAR(cout) AS year_CO

FROM
spl_2016.outraw

WHERE
bibNumber = '2665213'

OR bibNumber = '2583295'
OR bibNumber = '2652782'

GROUP BY 1 , 3
ORDER BY 1 , 3 ASC) sub

WHERE
year_CO >= 2012;



Analysis:

Each book followed a similar curve decreasing after 2012 then increasing around 2019 and 2021
again. It is interesting to note that Hunger Games (the first book) had the highest number of
checkouts in 2012, but then had fewer checkouts than the other two books in coming years. This
would make sense as readers either looked to reading the next two books after watching the
movie, or gave up on the series after reading the first book.

When did the Hunger Games movies come out?
● Hunger Games - 03/23/2012
● Catching Fire - 11/20/2013
● Mockingjay Part 1 - 11/21/2014 & Mockingjay Part 2 -  11/20/2015

○ The last book was split into two movies

Now, I am interested in during which month was the maximum number of checkouts for each
book in the trilogy? Was it before or after the movie came out? I will start with the first book
namely Hunger Games.
MySQL Query:
SELECT



title,
COUNT(cout) AS number_check_outs,
MONTH(cout) AS month_CO,
YEAR(cout) AS year_CO

FROM
spl_2016.outraw

WHERE
bibNumber = '2665213'

GROUP BY 1 , 3 , 4
ORDER BY 2 DESC;
Analysis: The top month of checkouts was May 2012 which is around 2 months after the movie
came out. People were still checking out the book before the movie, but this number shot up
once the movie came out!
Now, let’s look at the second book in the series Catching Fire.
MySQL Query:
SELECT

title,
COUNT(cout) AS number_check_outs,
MONTH(cout) AS month_CO,
YEAR(cout) AS year_CO

FROM
spl_2016.outraw

WHERE
bibNumber = '2583295'

GROUP BY 1 , 3 , 4
ORDER BY 2 DESC;
Analysis: The top two months were very close in checkout numbers. They included October
2012 and July 2012. So, this is about a year before the movie came out. I am inferring that the
people reading and watching Hunger Games in 2012 were interested in the plot and wanting to
know what happens while filming went on for the next movie.
Finally, let’s look at the last book Mockingjay.
MySQL Query:
SELECT

title,
COUNT(cout) AS number_check_outs,
MONTH(cout) AS month_CO,
YEAR(cout) AS year_CO

FROM
spl_2016.outraw

WHERE



bibNumber = '2652782'
GROUP BY 1 , 3 , 4
ORDER BY 2 DESC;
Analysis: The month with the top number of checkouts is November 2012. This is sequential
with the trend of readers and the other books. It is 2-3 years before the movie release date which
is of note as well.

Overall, it seems that once the movie comes out people rush to the books and then start reading
them! It can be seen that the Hunger Games trilogy was not as popular until after the movie.
Now, let's look at another trilogy book series which later turned into films from the same time
period to see if they had the same results. The series that I will now be looking at is the
Divergent series. As noted, there are also three books in the series. The first being Divergent
released in 2011. Then, Insurgent released in 2012 and Allegiant released in 2013.

Divergent Movie Release Dates:
● Divergent - 3/21/2014
● Insurgent - 3/20/2015
● Allegiant - 3/18/2016

I will begin looking at the Divergent series by simply looking at their checkouts over time. I will
query for the checkout date >= 2011 since that is when the first book came out.
MySQL Query:
SELECT

*
FROM

(SELECT
title,

COUNT(cout) AS number_check_outs,
YEAR(cout) AS year_CO

FROM
spl_2016.outraw

WHERE
bibNumber = '2765235'

OR bibNumber = '2805225'
OR bibNumber = '2945068'

GROUP BY 1 , 3
ORDER BY 1 , 3 ASC) sub

WHERE
year_CO >= 2011;



Analysis:

Notice that all 3 books follow a similar curve. Insurgent has less checkouts, however. In 2014 the
three books reached a maximum number of checkouts. This is the same year that the first movie
came out. This is the same maximum that was observed with the Hunger Games trilogy. After
the maximum was reached, each book has decreased their amount of checkouts to a steady
number.
The next set of queries are looking for the month in which each book in the Divergent trilogy had
the most number of checkouts. I am seeking data points to compare the popularity of the book
checkouts in comparison to the movie(s) release dates along with the same trend from the
Hunger Games trilogy book series and movies.

The first query explores the first book Divergent checkouts, aggregating them monthly. The
columns are sorted so that the highest number of checkouts is at the top. Thus, we can see which
month had the highest number of checkouts for this book.
MySQL Query:
SELECT

title,
COUNT(cout) AS number_check_outs,



MONTH(cout) AS month_CO,
YEAR(cout) AS year_CO

FROM
spl_2016.outraw

WHERE
bibNumber = '2765235'

GROUP BY 1 , 3 , 4
ORDER BY 2 DESC;
Analysis: The month with the highest number of checkouts was May 2014. This is two months
after the movie came out. Also, the same exact trend as Hunger Games!
Next, I will look at the monthly number of checkouts of the second book, namely Insurgent.
MySQL Query:
SELECT

title,
COUNT(cout) AS number_check_outs,
MONTH(cout) AS month_CO,
YEAR(cout) AS year_CO

FROM
spl_2016.outraw

WHERE
bibNumber = '2805225'

GROUP BY 1 , 3 , 4
ORDER BY 2 DESC;
Analysis: The month with the maximum number of checkouts was July of 2014. This is around
one year before the movie came out for this book. Following it is 3 months after the first book hit
its maximum number of checkouts.
Now, let’s look at the final book in the series Allegiant. The query calls for the monthly number
of checkouts ordering from highest to lowest.
MySQL Query:
SELECT

title,
COUNT(cout) AS number_check_outs,
MONTH(cout) AS month_CO,
YEAR(cout) AS year_CO

FROM
spl_2016.outraw

WHERE
bibNumber = '2945068'

GROUP BY 1 , 3 , 4
ORDER BY 2 DESC;



Analysis: The month with the highest number of checkouts is January 2014! This is before the
first movie even came out. Maybe people were trying to hold on to the book series and story plot
before seeing the movie because they knew famous actors would be in the movie such as
Shailene Woodley and Ansel Elgort.

Similar to the Hunger Games trilogy, the first book in the Divergent series had a spike in the
number of checkouts to begin with around 2 months after the movie for the book premiered.
Following, the other two books sequentially hit their max number of monthly checkouts for both
book series. The third book in each series had differing trends in comparison, however.

It is interesting to note, however, the popularity of both book series during the span of 5 years at
the SPL. They both have a dystopian fiction nature and are trilogies for young adults to read. The
trend of each in comparison to movie dates was fascinating to study.

The next topic of interest is going back to the top books of 2022. Recall that a lot of the titles had
the words “a novel” added to the end of them. I am wondering why they are being tagged as
such. To start, I want to see if this is something that the library has just recently started doing
perhaps. Thus, the query will look at books with “novel” in the title searching for how many
different books were checked out per year. I utilized the distinct function in SQL to avoid any
outside factors or bias’ such as the 2020 pandemic and the library’s transition to e-books.
MySQL Query:
SELECT

COUNT(DISTINCT (bibNumber)), YEAR(cout)
FROM

spl_2016.outraw
WHERE

title LIKE '%novel%'
AND itemtype LIKE '%bk'

GROUP BY 2
ORDER BY 2 ASC;
Analysis: It can be seen that the time period from 2009-2011 had the highest number of books
with the word “novel” in the title. Also, the frequency has been steadily increasing in the past
three years (2020/2021/2022).
Now, I will run a similar query but will instead focus on books with “novel” in the subject line.
Are there more or less books with “novel” in the subject line? Do they follow the same trend as
what we just saw?
MySQL Query:
SELECT

COUNT(DISTINCT (A.bibNumber)), YEAR(A.cout)
FROM



spl_2016.outraw AS A
INNER JOIN

spl_2016.subject AS B ON A.bibNumber = B.bibNumber
WHERE

B.subject LIKE '%novel%'
AND A.itemtype LIKE '%bk'

GROUP BY 2
ORDER BY 2 ASC;
Analysis: The year with the most amount of books with “novel” in the subject line has been
2022. The number has been steadily increasing since 2012. Also, notice that in 2006 less books
had “novel” in the subject line in comparison to adding it to their title for data entry. In recent
years, this has changed. More books are categorized with “novel” begin added to their subject
line. Possible ideas:

- There is an increase in the demand for novels in recent years.
- Peak Pick (2017)

- This potentially caused an increase in the number of books that the library holds. This
would explain the growing number of checkouts.

I am still interested in why “a novel” is added to the title column of some books. Thus, I will
query for more information about such books. This query calls for the title, bibNumber,
itemtype, and subject. It will look at the most popular titles (based on number of checkouts) at
the top for relevance purposes.
MySQL Query:
SELECT

C.bibNumber, C.title, C.num_CO, C.itemtype, D.subject
FROM

(SELECT DISTINCT
(A.bibNumber), B.title, A.num_CO, B.itemtype

FROM
(SELECT
bibNumber, COUNT(bibNumber) AS num_CO

FROM
spl_2016.outraw

WHERE
title LIKE '%novel%'

AND itemtype LIKE '%bk'
GROUP BY 1
ORDER BY 2 DESC
LIMIT 500) AS A
INNER JOIN spl_2016.inraw AS B ON A.bibNumber = B.bibNumber) C

INNER JOIN

https://www.spl.org/about-us/the-organization/our-history


spl_2016.subject AS D ON C.bibNumber = D.bibNumber;
Analysis: The top books with “novel” added to the title are:

● All the light we cannot see

● Gone girl



● Whered you go Bernadette

● Adventures of Captain Underpants

The first three are fictional stories with a plot introduced right away. The next also has a plot, but
is more of a cartoon book series aimed for children readers.
Next, I executed the same query now looking at more information on the books with “novel” in
the subject line.
MySQL Query:
SELECT

sub.bibNumber, title, num_CO, itemtype, E.subject
FROM

(SELECT DISTINCT
(C.bibNumber), D.title, C.num_CO, D.itemtype

FROM
(SELECT
A.bibNumber, COUNT(A.bibNumber) AS num_CO

FROM
spl_2016.outraw AS A

INNER JOIN spl_2016.subject AS B ON A.bibNumber = B.bibNumber
WHERE



B.subject LIKE '%novel%'
AND A.itemtype LIKE '%bk'

GROUP BY 1
ORDER BY 2 DESC) AS C
INNER JOIN spl_2016.inraw AS D ON C.bibNumber = D.bibNumber) sub

INNER JOIN
spl_2016.subject AS E ON sub.bibNumber = E.bibnumber

WHERE
E.subject LIKE '%novel%'

ORDER BY 3 DESC
Analysis: Let’s now look at the top 4 books with “novel” in the subject line:

● Dog Man unleashed

● year of magical thinking



● Babymouse 1 Queen of the world

● Babymouse 2 Our hero

Dog Man unleashed is a graphic novel similar to Captain underpants for children to read. The
second book is an autobiography about overcoming and dealing with sick family members. The
next two are also graphic novels that are similar to comic book series for kids about a fictional
character named Babymouse.

It is interesting to compare the differences in the types of books that are outputted in the above
two queries. When searching for “novel” in the title the results yield books with a heavier plot
and more traditional storyline. On the other hand, books with “novel” in the subject line are
yielding comic, children's books as outputs mainly.

This leads me to the question of: how do we categorize a book as a novel in the general case?
After doing some research, I found that novels include the following:

● They are fiction (narrative fiction)
○ Exhibits human experience while keeping reader engaged in the storyline

● Written book that can be produced physically



● Written in prose style (basic grammar style)
● > 70,000 words (140 pages)

In conclusion, I believe that there are probably a lot more books at the SPL that qualify as
novels. I found it interesting to study the books that they tagged as novels in both the title and
subject line of the dataset. There is definitely further research that can be done here.
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